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between translations proper and other forms of textual transfer. Hence, the term translation in this essay paper embraces all kinds of interlingual transfer of texts, not only texts explicitly called "translations," but also adaptations and imitations, so popular at the time in Russia, in keeping with neo-classicist aesthetic principles. These transfers may or may not be named translations by their producers or consumers; they may also follow one original or be a translation of compilatory nature. They may even be pseudo-translations, which often appeared in almanacs for fear of censorship.
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In eighteenth-and early nineteenth-century Russia, a special emphasis was laid put on the necessity to absorb the heritage of Greco-Roman aAntiquity as a part of the program of the westernization of the empire. The major thrust of the social, political, and cultural reformation was to replace old lifestyle and social practices with new ones, emulating the (wWestern) European way. At the beginning of the reforms (the first quarter of the eighteenth century), the main task was to boost the economy. But very soon it was realized that a full-fledged westernization required much more-major cultural changes needed to be introduced. To reach the cultural level of wWestern Europe, Russia needed to appreciate common European cultural roots going as far back as the Greco-Roman civilization. Hence, the next main point on the agenda of the reforms was to absorb the cClassical heritage.
Another aspect of eighteenth-century Russia's reforms was the secularization of society in repealing aesthetic prohibitions against laughter and love. 8 Love as a literary theme comes close to depicting sexuality and sexual practices. Under the influence of hypocritical "graey" guardians of social morals, sexuality and sex in the Abrahamic religions were made synonymous with obscenity and pornography. Addressing the same issue, although later, D. H. Lawrence wrote in his essay "Pornography and Obscenity" that " [p] ornography is the attempt to insult sex, to do dirt on it." 9 In the eighteenth century, sexuality was still considered one of those "dirty" subjects, which were 'personae non gratae' in the socially acceptable literary corpus. Hence, not infrequently, the way of viewing sexuality and its expression in the source cultures made is to be rejected. As the options suggested by translation are considered (some accepted, some rejected), the stage of stabilization of the systemic communication sets in. At the stage of stabilization, the system operates in a renewed way, that is, with new communicative patterns adopted and adapted to the system's needs.
It will be noted that at the first stage, -variation, translation acts primarily as a revolutionizing agent, whereas at the stage of stabilization, translation obeys the system-made choices and follows new rules, some of which were suggested by translation itself and ratified by the system. Luhmann, however, does not theorize the stages as a temporally organized consecutive sequence. The three stages occur circularly rather than as a sort of linear causality:
while one translation operates to bring in variation, another may conform to the dominant discourse. Also, translations combine both novelty and tradition; at that, some translations may manifest more of the revolutionary intentionality whereas others act more in compliance with the established intrasystemic norms. Both types partially introduce the new, that is, act as the stage of variation requires, and both partially conform to the old in accordance with the stage of stabilization; it is the ratio of the former to the latter that makes them different. Let us consider the role of translation in the evolution of Russia qua social system in the aspect of sexuality as a literary theme.
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Luhmann's vision of the social-systemic evolutionary cycle and the theorization of the role of translation in it as suggested in this essay paper is helpful in order to add the socialsystemic dimension to the opposition "'domestication--foreignization'." 13 Some Russian translators kept the genders of the protagonists (e.g., Derzhavin, about whose versions see below), but some either replaced the triangle "Sappho--a girl, the object of her passion--a man sitting with the girl" with the triangle "a male narrator--a girl--a man sitting with the girl" or even turned the trio into a heterosexual duo (see an example below). I would argue that changes were made in order to accommodate the dominant social norms, as the original configuration of the love triangle was unacceptable for the general public. The simplest way was to replace the female narrator with a male narrator or to eliminate gendered tale-telling adjectives describing the narrator. Such bowdlerized versions were acceptable even if readers knew that the version they read was somehow related to a poem originally written by Sappho. makes her pine for a male. This is obvious from the opening line,: " . . . одним тобой пылает . .
. " ([ . . . is burning for you alone)], where the word одним is of the masculine grammatical gender in Russian. In fact, there is no love triangle at all. As was the case with Sumarokov's version, Zhukovskii's tells a story of unrequited love. The female narrator speaks of her love for a man and envies anybody who is close to him, speaking with him and seeing him smile. The masculine gender, used to describe the one who is beside the object of the narrator's passion, the one who is described as блажен, обворожен, сравнен ([blessed, bewitched, comparable) ], is the case of the generalizing use of the masculine-referring to both genders (the so-called common gender). The meaning, thus, is as follows: whoever is beside you burning for you, bewitched by your words, etc.and so forth, is blessed. By implication, this "blessed" person must be a female, like the narrator herself. Zhukovskii "rectifies" the sexual orientation of the narrator:
in his translation, she is heterosexual woman in love with a man. The "blessed" person whom the narrator envies must also be a woman. It is hard to imagine that Zhukovskii, "rectifying" the sexual orientation of the narrator, would make the man, with whom she is in love, love another man. Such an assumption would make the man whom the narrator loves a homosexual, but why would Zhukovskii, while "normalizing" the lesbian passion, would allow male homosexuality? Therefore, the conclusion must be that Zhukovskii's version of Sappho's Ode makes the narrator a heterosexual woman who is in love with a man and who envies any other woman she sees with him.
Such translations as Sumarokov's and Zhukovskii's are examples of the translation as a social boundary phenomenon which, on the one hand, does introduce a new element into the intrasystemic communication, the Sapphic stanza and a higher degree of love passion than was usual to describe in the nascent high secular Russian literature, and thereby acts in accordance with the requirements of the variation stage of the systemic evolutionary cycle. But it is also a where вся (all, entire) is a feminine adjectival pronoun. In the closing line, the narrator is described as лишенна чувств (devoid of feelings), where the participle лишенна (devoid) is feminine. The adjective счастлив (happy) in the first stanza is masculine. Although it can be interpreted as the generalizing masculine, like in Zhukovskii's first stanza analyzed above, this option should be ruled out because the drama is shown as unfolding between the female narrator, somebody who is happy with and somebody else who has a "sweet smile" (see line 4 in the first stanza: "И сладкою твоей улыбкой тайно тает" [And is melting from you sweet smile]). The situation is rendered as it is shown in Boileau: "Qui te void quelquefois doucement lui soûrire" 36 ), yet his version of love seems closer to lust. It is also lust that makes the monk, in his dream, "chaise a girl like a light horse" ("Как легкий конь, за девкою погнался").
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). In sum, "the story is treated with accentuated eroticism to produce an anti-clerical burlesque." 38 Pushkin, thus, with his secularism, contributed to undermining the dominant ethic religious code. lust. This effect is so much more striking as it is applied to the biblical story of the Annunciation, the paragon of purity and sinlessness. tale Czar Nikita. The poem may be interpreted as a covert intralingual and intracultural transfer of Russian folkloristic stylistics; 41 ; it serves as yet another form of evidence that sexuality bordering on ribaldry, undermining the revered religious discourse, is among Pushkin's most favorite satirical devices against clerics and the authorities supporting them. Symptomatically, in
Czar Nikita, while puzzled how to say that Nikita's daughters did not have vaginas without running the risk of being censored, Pushkin refers to the official censorship as "богомольная важная дура, слишком чопорная цензура" (the God-praying proud fool, too prudish a censorship). 42 Pushkin's intention in Czar Nikita is the same "as for erotic literature in general:
unlike pornography, which is, as a rule, affirmative, erotic poetry is borne of an emancipatory impetus which can extend from a general attack on religious or social sexual taboos [ . . . ] ."
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This fairy -tale is another example of Pushkin's undermining by means of translation the official sexuality discourse of the religion-induced social mores by means of translation.
Pushkin's strategy is, mutatis mutandis, not unlike the change in viewing descriptions of male and female genitalia in folklore: initially they correlate with their demonstration in rituals because they are understood as real or symbolic means which are capable of ensuring fertility or protecting people from hostile forces. In a Russian ritual, while sowing seeds, a male dropped his pants to imitate coitus with the soil, or while calling for rain, a female would undress. When these meanings were lost, the ritualistic nakedness turned into an offensive practice or an object of derision. 44 In a similar fashion, Pushkin empties sexuality of any serious meaning and uses it as a purely comical device.
Conclusion
As has been demonstrated, the problem of translating sexualities in Russia taken in its historical perspective deserves more attention than it has so far been granted. I have considered a range of Heureux! qui prés de toi, pour toi seule soûpire:
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Qui joüit du plaisir de t'entendre parler:
Qui te void quelquefois doucement lui soûrire.
Les Dieux, dans son bon-heur peuvent-ils l'égaler?
Je sens de veine en veine une subtile flame Courir par tout mon corps, si tost que je te vois:
Et dans les doux transports, où s'égare mon ame, Je ne sçaurois trouver de langue, ni de voix.
Un nuage confus se répand sur ma veuë, Дрожу, бледнею -и, как злак Упадший, вяну, умираю.
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